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Now You Know 
The laws of Tzo’raas, the metaphysical 

affliction, were handed over to the 
Kohanim, the children of Aharon. 

Until the Kohain said it was pure, it was 

not, and until he said it was impure, it 
was not. It all depended on the Kohain’s 

decision. Why was this so? 

One of the reasons a person might get 
tzo’raas was haughtiness. Additionally, 
arrogant people are more likely to 

belittle and slander others, another 
source of this disease. 

Kohanim were the perfect antidote to 

such behavior. First of all, they were 
chosen by HaShem to serve Him. That 

meant they understood that any 
greatness or superiority they had over 

others was not for their own honor but 
for HaShem’s. 

Secondly, they were constantly involved 
in helping others because they brought 

the sacrifices to help their brethren get 
atonement and come closer to G-d. 

Because they sought the benefit of 

others, they were able to see the good 
in others. They would not speak ill of 

another person, which typically comes 
from thinking less of them. 

Finally, the Kohanim were always on 

guard for things that might cause them 
to become not pure. That meant they 

viewed every aspect of life with careful 
thought and caution. 

Had this fellow thought of the 
consequences of his speech and 

demeanor, he would not have ended up 
with tzo’raas. Therefore, he must follow 

the guidance of the Kohain, and realize 
how much he has to learn. 

Thought of the week: 

What you do does not define 
who you are -- unless you 
keep doing it. 

(X-Z:GY ARQYW)  „.AWH TERC IHKH WAMUW ...TXPSMH HsPT HsP OAW‰ 
“But if the mispachas should spread… the Kohain shall make him impure; it is 
tzo’raas.” (Leviticus 13:7-8) 
Parshas Tazria introduces the concept of tzo’raas, a physical manifestation of a spiritual 
problem. Various skin eruptions are caused by the sins that a person does. While these 
same maladies might be very easily treated topically by a doctor when they occur naturally, 
when sin is the source they can only be gotten rid of by repentance and going through the 
Torah-prescribed purification rituals. 

There are no translations for the maladies as we don’t necessarily know what they were 
and it wouldn’t make a difference even if we did. As we said, they were not purely physical, 
medical conditions. 

Mispachas is a type of lesion which is considered pure. When the Kohain comes to see it, if 
it hasn’t spread from the initial examination then the man simply needs to wash his clothes 
and immerse himself and he is pure.  Even that, says Rashi, is only because he required 
quarantine.  

However, if the mispachas spreads, then the man is considered to have full-blown tzo’raas 
and he is rendered impure.  

The root of mispachas, like that of sapachas, one of the first eruptions mentioned, means 
“attached.” It is an illness connected to another piece of skin or tissue, and is generally 
subordinate to it, as Ramban teaches from the verse in Shmuel, “Attach me to the 
Kohanim.” 

So long as this eruption is small, and doesn’t spread, he is pure. It is superficial impurity 
and all he needs to do is wash. The message is that everyone sins, but that’s not who they 
are. They can cleanse themselves and remove the grime. 

However, when the mispachas spreads, and what used to be a minor thing begins to take 
over, it becomes dangerous. One may falter and speak lashon hara, but a habitual speaker 
thereof earns terrible punishments. Why? Because instead of it being external to the 
person, they internalize the behavior and it changes them. 

As the Kli Yakar points out, the Torah repeats that tzo’raas is in “the skin of the flesh” twice 
to highlight that the evil lies inside the person and the disease brings his true rotten nature 
to the surface. One who sins and compounds the sin affects himself to the point where his 
very nature and identity can be changed. 

That’s why HaShem makes it come to the surface, where we will have to face it. A Metzora 
had to leave the camp, to be alone with his thoughts, so he could take a long, hard look at 
himself and see what he had become.  That is the only hope for such a person, to see the 
truth so he can cleanse and purify himself from the inside out. 

Rabbi Berel Wein recounts the time he visited a wealthy businessman to raise funds for a needy 
individual.  Knowing the man to be quite well-off, Rabbi Wein was expecting a sizable amount. 

However, the fellow gave him a check that was much smaller than anticipated, and Rabbi Wein 
questioned it.  “Come on,” he said.  “This is a very important cause.  We need more than this.” 

“Relax, Rabbi,” replied the man.  “Have bitachon.  I’m sure HaShem will make you successful in 
raising what you need.” 

“Listen,” answered R’ Berel.  “I’m the rabbi.  Telling people to have faith is MY job, not yours.  
Your job is to write the big checks.  Let’s stick to doing what we’re each supposed to do.” 

He got the money.       – PESACH IS ALMOST HERE. HAVE YOU HELPED THE LESS FORTUNATE YET? 
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